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(57) ABSTRACT 

A control method for a high-frequency radio equipment and 
a high-frequency radio equipment system in spread spec 
trum radio data communication are provided Which are 
interference-tolerant and can maintain transmission quality 
With improved receiving sensitivity. A high-frequency radio 
equipment system provided With, in a base station, an 
antenna part comprised by a plurality of antennas, a radio 
part for amplifying a received signal, band-limiting and 
down-converting it to an intermediate frequency, a signal 
processing part for carrier-demodulating the signal inputted 
from the radio part, demodulating the signal Which Was 
despread-spectrum processed and synchronized and decod 
ing the received data, an antenna control part for determin 
ing a code error rate for the received data inputted from the 
signal processing part, forming an appropriate antenna pat 
tern based on the error rate and outputting a signal for 

(51) Int. Cl. controlling an antenna switching part according to the 
360R 25/00 (2006.01) information of the antenna pattern. 

Schematic Con?gration Block Diagram 
’ of a Base Station of a High-frequency Radio Equipment System 
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CONTROL METHOD FOR HIGH-FREQUENCY 
RADIO EQUIPMENT AND HIGH-FREQUENCY 

RADIO SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 
[0002] The present invention relates to a high-frequency 
radio equipment system suitable for use in the Near Field 
Communication method and particularly With a control 
method for a high-frequency radio equipment and a high 
frequency radio equipment system Which loWers code error 
rate in a communication environment and realiZes favorable 
communication. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] The “Near Field Communication method” uses a 
carrier band signal of an extremely loW poWer Which is not 
regulated by laWs and regulations, for example. 

1. Field of the Invention 

[0005] As an example of a radio equipment system using 
the Near Field Communication method, a keyless entry 
control system is knoWn. This is a system for controlling 
opening/closing of a vehicle door, start or stop of an engine, 
etc. to be controlled by radio from a position several to 
several tens of meters aWay and it is constituted by a 
?xed-type base station device mounted on the vehicle side 
and a portable (mobile) equipment carried by a user in a 
one-to-one relation. 

[0006] According to the Enforcement Regulation of Radio 
LaW, the ?eld strength at a point 3 m aWay from a transmitter 
in the case of the frequency of not more than 322 MHZ or 
not less than 150 GHZ, as shoWn in FIG. 10, is not regulated 
irrespective of methods or application if it is 500 per meter 
[p.V/m] or less. The other frequencies vary in the stepWise 
manner as shoWn in FIG. 10. 

[0007] FIG. 10 is a diagram shoWing ?eld strength values 
vs. frequencies not regulated by Radio LaW. 

[0008] In the past, the one-to-one Near Field Communi 
cation method in an extremely loW poWer not regulated by 
the Enforcement Regulation of Radio LaW Was general less 
affected by multipath fading, interference, etc. 

[0009] That is because, While mutual interference is likely 
to occur in the frequency band Where many communication 
systems are mixed such as the Industrial Scienti?c Medical 
(ISM) band (2.4 GHZ band) used for loW-poWer data com 
munication systems including a Wireless Local Area Net 
Work (LAN) and With a rather high transmission poWer, the 
frequency used in many systems is as loW as 322 MHZ or 
less in the communication in an extremely loW poWer and its 
Wavelength is long and communication distance is short due 
to loW transmission poWer, and such a problem hardly 
occurs. 

[0010] Next, a conventional radio equipment system Will 
be described referring to FIG. 11. FIG. 11 is a schematic 
block diagram shoWing a conventional radio equipment 
system. The system in FIG. 11 assumes a case applied to a 
keyless entry control system. 

[0011] In the conventional radio equipment system, as 
shoWn in FIG. 11, a transmitter 61, Which is a radio 
equipment (portable equipment) carried by a user modulates 
a carrier band signal at a frequency of the VHF band or 
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above With an identi?cation code of the transmitter 61 and 
an indication signal indicating opening/closing of a vehicle 
door, for example, and transmits it to a receiver 63, Which is 
a ?xed-type radio equipment (base station) through an 
antenna 62. 

[0012] The receiver 63 has a ?lter for ?ltering the received 
carrier band signal and removing an unnecessary frequency 
component, and in the keyless entry control system, a high 
frequency of 3 l 5 MHZ is used as frequency in the bandWidth 
required for communication. 

[0013] Therefore, a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) ?lter 
suitable for application at a high frequency is generally used 
for the ?lter of the receiver 63. 

[0014] Also, according to the Enforcement Regulation of 
Radio LaW, the ?eld strength at a point 3 m aWay from the 
transmitter 61 is not regulated if it is 500 per meter [p.V/m] 
or less, as shoWn in FIG. 10. 

[0015] The receiver 63 receives the carrier band signal 
transmitted in such an extremely loW poWer at an antenna 
64, ?lters it With a SAW ?lter 65, ampli?es it at a frequency 
ampli?er part (preamp) 66 to a predetermined poWer, per 
forms direct detection of the ampli?ed carrier band signal 
With a receiving mechanism 67 and demodulates the iden 
ti?cation code and the indication signal. 

[0016] And various driving mechanisms of the vehicle are 
controlled according to the indication signal, and the door is 
opened/closed. 

[0017] As a prior art relating to the keyless entry control 
system, there is the JP-A-2000-27504 “Remote Keyless 
Entry System” (Applicant: Hitachi Ltd.; Inventor: Takashi 
Komata) published on Jan. 25, 2000. 

[0018] This prior art describes that in a keyless entry 
control system, means for generating a plurality of trans 
mission data rates are provided on an actuation device 
(portable equipment) and an operation device (base station) 
in the bidirectional communication, transmission is made at 
a high speed data rate, ?rst, and if there is no response, 
transmission is made While sequentially loWering the data 
rate. 

[0019] Also, as a prior art for changing a data transmission 
rate While performing directive control by an adaptive array 
antenna, there is JP-A-2002-076985 “Base Station Device, 
Communication Terminal Device, and Communication 
Method” (Applicant: Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., 
Ltd.; Inventor: Takahisa Aoyama et al.) published on Mar. 
15, 2002. 

[0020] In this prior art, if a modulation means is in a 
favorable state of transmission environment, high-speed 
doWnload data is modulated in the high-speed rate modu 
lation method at a base station for directive control With an 
adaptive array antenna. 

[0021] This prior art, hoWever, performs directive control 
by Weighting a signal received by the adaptive array 
antenna, and not by adjusting receiving sensitivity by 
directly selecting a plurality of receiving antennas using a 
code error rate. Moreover, a transmission rate of a signal to 
be sent from a communication terminal device is not made 
variable. 
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[0022] Also, as a prior art for selecting a different chip rate 
according to a mobile communication device, there is the 
JP-A-2000-307478 “Device, System, and Method for 
Mobile Communication” (Applicant: Matsushita Electric 
Industrial Co., Ltd.; Inventor: Tadashi HayakaWa) published 
on Nov. 2, 2000. 

[0023] In this prior art, a mobile communication device 
transmits an information transmission symbol rate, a target 
value of communication quality and a chip clock to a base 
station, the base station determines availability and responds 
to the mobile communication device, and if communication 
is available, communication is made based on it. 

[0024] Therefore, in this prior art, an inquiry from the 
mobile communication device under a speci?c condition is 
required at ?rst and the communication condition is deter 
mined by the inquiry and response, and this is not to make 
transmission rate variable While controlling directivity of an 
antenna from the code error rate. 

[0025] HoWever, the conventional radio equipment sys 
tems have a problem that, if there are many equivalent 
systems in the extreme vicinity in the area or in a radio Wave 
environment Where there is more than a little steady inter 
ference from other systems, code error rate increases, 
thereby loWering receiving sensitivity or deteriorating trans 
mission quality. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0026] The present invention Was made in vieW of the 
above present situation and has an objective to provide a 
control method for high-frequency radio equipment and a 
high-frequency radio equipment system in the spread spec 
trum radio frequency data communication Which is interfer 
ence-tolerant and can maintain transmission quality With 
improved receiving sensitivity. 
[0027] In order to solve the above problems of the prior 
arts, the present invention in a control method for high 
frequency radio equipment is characterized as such that a 
signal of an extremely loW radio Wave Which is spread 
spectrum modulated is received, the state of communication 
environment is determined based on the received data by 
despread-spectrum demodulation and the synthesized direc 
tivity of antennas arranged in plural is adjusted according to 
the state of the communication environment. 

[0028] The present invention in the above control method 
for high-frequency radio equipment is characterized as such 
that, if a spreading ratio is not at the loWer limit Within a 
predetermined range after adjustment of synthesized direc 
tivity of antennas, information instructing the decrease of 
the spreading ratio for the subsequent received frames is sent 
to the transmission side, and the receiving operation is 
performed at the decreased spreading ratio on the receiving 
side. 

[0029] The present invention in the above control method 
for high-frequency radio equipment is characterized as such 
that, if the spreading ratio is not at the upper limit Within a 
predetermined range after the synthesized directivity of the 
antenna is adjusted, information instructing the increase of 
the spreading ratio for the subsequent received frames is sent 
to the transmission side, and the receiving operation is 
performed at the increased spreading ratio on the receiving 
side. 
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[0030] The present invention is a high-frequency radio 
equipment system provided With a base station for receiving 
an extremely Weak radio Wave from a portable equipment in 
the spread spectrum communication method, in Which the 
base station comprises an antenna part provided With a 
plurality of antennas, a radio part for amplifying and band 
limiting the extremely Weak radio Wave taken in from the 
antenna part, doWn-converting and amplifying it to an 
intermediate frequency band, a signal processing part for 
carrier-demodulating the signal inputted from the radio part, 
demodulating the signal Which Was despread-spectrum pro 
cessed and synchronized and decoding the received data, an 
antenna sWitching part for adjusting directivity at the 
antenna part by selecting a speci?c antenna, and an antenna 
control part for forming an antenna pattern at the antenna 
sWitching part according to a code error rate for the data of 
the received signal obtained at the signal processing part. 

[0031] The present invention in the above high-frequency 
radio equipment system is characterized as such that if the 
spreading ratio is not at the loWer limit Within a predeter 
mined range after the antenna control part has formed the 
antenna pattern and adjusted the directivity at the antenna 
part, information instructing decrease of the spreading ratio 
for the subsequent received frames is noti?ed to the portable 
equipment and a control signal is outputted so that the 
receiving operation is performed at the decreased spreading 
ratio at the radio part and the signal processing part of the 
base station. 

[0032] The present invention in the above high-frequency 
radio equipment system is characterized as such that if the 
spreading ratio is not at the upper limit Within a predeter 
mined range after the antenna control part has formed the 
antenna pattern and adjusted the directivity at the antenna 
part, information instructing increase of the spreading ratio 
for the subsequent received frames is noti?ed to the portable 
equipment and a control signal is outputted so that the 
receiving operation is performed at the increased spreading 
ratio at the radio part and the signal processing part of the 
base station. 

[0033] The present invention in the above high-frequency 
radio equipment system is characterized as such that the 
radio part uses a crystal ?lter for amplifying and band 
limiting the extremely Weak radio Wave taken in from the 
antenna part, a crystal resonator for oscillating a high 
frequency local signal for doWn-converting the band-limited 
signal to an intermediate frequency band, and the crystal 
?lter and the crystal oscillator are mounted at portions of the 
operating environments Where the temperature characteristic 
and secular change characteristic are substantially the same 
to each other. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0034] FIG. 1 is a schematic con?guration block diagram 
of a base station of a high-frequency radio equipment system 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

[0035] FIG. 2 is a schematic con?guration block diagram 
of portable equipment of a high-frequency radio equipment 
system according to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

[0036] 
part 1. 

FIG. 3 is a con?guration block diagram of a radio 
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[0037] FIG. 4 is a con?guration block diagram of a signal 
processing part 2. 

[0038] FIG. 5 is a con?guration block diagram of an 
antenna control part 5. 

[0039] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an antenna status 
table. 

[0040] FIG. 7 is a ?owchart shoWing processing of 
antenna sWitching control. 

[0041] FIG. 8 is a ?owchart shoWing another processing 
of antenna sWitching control. 

[0042] FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram shoWing an 
example of a directional pattern of a ?at antenna. 

[0043] FIG. 10 is a diagram shoWing ?eld strength values 
vs. frequencies not regulated by Radio LaW. 

[0044] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a conventional 
radio equipment system. 

<Description of Reference Numerals> 

[0045] 1 . . . Radio part, 2 . . . Signal processing part, 3 . 

. .Antenna part, 4 . . .Antenna sWitching part, 5 . . .Antenna 

control part, 6 . . . Information processing part, 11 . . . 

Band-pass ?lter (BPF), 12 . . . PoWer ampli?er (PA), 13 . . 

. LoW noise ampli?er (LNA), 14 . . . SWitch (SW), 15 . . . 

SWitch (SW), 16 . . . Band-pass ?lter (BPF), 17 . . . SWitch 

(SW), 18 . . . Oscillator (OSC), 19 . . . Receiving mixer, 20 

. . . LoW-pass ?lter (LPF), 21 . . . Automatic gain control 

ampli?er (AGC), 22 . . . LoW-pass ?lter (LPF), 23 . . . 

Transmission mixer, 31 . . .Analog/digital converter (A/D), 
32 . . . Carrier demodulation circuit, 33 . . . AGC control 

circuit, 34 . . . Carrier data generation circuit, 35 . . . Spread 

code generation circuit, 36 . . . Despread circuit, 37 . . . 

Synchronization circuit, 38 . . . BPSK demodulation circuit, 

39 . . . Data receiving circuit, 40 . . . Data generation circuit, 

41 . . . Spread circuit, 42 . . . BPSK modulation circuit, 43 

. . . Waveform shaping circuit, 44 . . . Carrier modulation 

circuit, 45 . . . Digital/analog converter (D/A), 51 . . . Error 

rate determination part, 52 . . . Antenna pattern forming 

circuit, 53 . . . Antenna sWitching control part, 61 . . . 

Transmitter, 62 . . .Antenna, 63 . . . Receiver, 64 . . . 

Antenna, 65 . . . SAW ?lter, 66 . . . High-frequency 

ampli?cation part, 67 . . . Receiving mechanism 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0046] A preferred embodiment of the present invention 
Will be described referring to the draWings. 

[0047] In a method for controlling high-frequency radio 
equipment according to the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, an extremely Weak radio Wave signal 
Which Was spread spectrum processed and modulated is 
received and demodulated, despread-spectrum processed 
received data, taken out, and an antenna pattern specifying 
a synthesiZed directivity formed by a plurality of antennas is 
dynamically changed according to the state of the received 
data so that a ratio of a desired Wave to a disturbing Wave is 
maximiZed, and a favorable communication With a loW error 
rate can be dynamically realiZed. 

[0048] Also, in the above method for controlling a high 
frequency radio equipment, When the communication envi 
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ronment is in the best state, the spreading ratio is decreased 
(transmission rate is increased) to improve a transmission 
ef?ciency, While, When the communication environment is 
in the Worst state, the spreading ratio is increased (trans 
mission rate is decreased) to keep certainty of communica 
tion. 

[0049] A high-frequency radio equipment system accord 
ing to the preferred embodiment of the present invention 
has, in a base station, an antenna part made of a plurality of 
antennas, an antenna sWitching part for controlling a syn 
thesiZed directivity of the antennas in the antenna part 
according to an antenna pattern, a radio part for amplifying 
a signal taken in from the antenna part, band-limiting and 
doWn-converting it to an intermediate frequency, a signal 
processing part for carrier-demodulating the signal inputted 
from the radio part, demodulating the despread-spectrum 
processed and synchronized signal and decoding the 
received data, and an antenna control part for determining a 
code error rate for the received data inputted from the signal 
processing part, forming an appropriate antenna pattern 
based on the code error rate and outputting a signal for 
controlling the antenna sWitching part according to the 
information of the antenna pattern, and since the synthesiZed 
directivity of the antenna part is adjusted by the error rate of 
the received data, favorable communication environment 
can be dynamically realiZed. 

[0050] Also, in the above high-frequency radio equipment 
system, in the base station, the antenna control part informs 
the portable equipment that the spreading ratio should be 
decreased (transmission rate should be increased) so as to 
decrease the spreading ratio of the portable equipment When 
the error rate of the received data is favorable and that the 
spreading ratio of the base station is also decreased, and 
When the communication environment betWeen the base 
station and the portable equipment is stable, the transmission 
speed is increased and the transmission ef?ciency is 
improved. 
[0051] Also, in the above high-frequency radio equipment 
system, in the base station, the antenna control part informs 
the portable equipment that the spreading ratio should be 
increased (transmission rate should be decreased) so as to 
increase the spreading ratio of the portable equipment When 
the error rate of the received data is not favorable and that 
the spreading ratio of the base station is also increased, and 
When the communication environment betWeen the base 
station and the portable equipment is not stable, the trans 
mission speed is loWered to keep communication secure. 

[0052] The outline of the base station in the high-fre 
quency radio equipment system according to the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention Will be described 
referring to FIG. 1 and for the outline of the portable 
equipment, it Will be described referring to FIG. 2. FIG. 1 
is a schematic block diagram of the base station of the 
high-frequency radio equipment system according to the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 2 
is a schematic block diagram of the portable equipment of 
the high-frequency radio equipment system according to the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

[0053] The outline of the system is constituted by the 
portable equipment and the base station in a one-to-one 
relation. 

[0054] The base station of the high-frequency radio equip 
ment system according to the preferred embodiment of the 
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present invention (this system) basically has, as shown in 
FIG. 1, a radio part 1, a signal processing part 2, an antenna 
part 3, an antenna switching part 4, an antenna control part 
5 and an information processing part 6. 

[0055] Each part of the base station of this system Will be 
described. 

[0056] The radio part 1 ampli?es a signal received by the 
antenna part 3 and inputted through the antenna sWitching 
part 4, band-limits and doWn-converts it to the Intermediate 
Frequency (IF) band and further ampli?es it to the input 
level into the signal processing part 2. 

[0057] Also, the radio part 1 converts the signal inputted 
from the signal processing part 2 to the Radio Frequency 
(RF) band, band-limits and ampli?es it in high-frequency 
Within a ?eld intensity level of an extremely loW radio 
station. 

[0058] Concrete con?guration inside the radio part 1 Will 
be described later. 

[0059] The signal processing part 2 carrier-demodulates 
the signal inputted from the radio part 1, demodulates the 
despread and synchroniZed signal, decodes the received data 
and outputs it to the information processing part 6. 

[0060] Also, the signal processing part 2 spread-modulates 
the data inputted from the information processing part 6, 
Wave-shapes and carrier-modulates it and outputs it to the 
radio part 1. 

[0061] Moreover, the signal processing part 2 outputs the 
decoded received data to the antenna control part 5. The 
antenna control part 5 determines the error rate of the 
received data. 

[0062] The concrete con?guration inside the signal pro 
cessing part 2 Will be described later. 

[0063] The antenna part 3 is comprised by a plurality of 
antennas. 

[0064] For these antennas, those With a different horiZon 
tal pattern or vertical pattern are used. 

[0065] The antenna part 3 in the base station is provided 
With the ?rst antenna to the Nth antenna and one or more 
speci?c antennas are selected from these N pieces of anten 
nas and connected to the radio part 1 so as to form the 
directivity at the antenna part 3. 

[0066] These plural antennas are, in the case of a keyless 
entry control system, for example, installed in a vehicle in a 
distributed manner in order to respond to radio Waves from 
all directions. 

[0067] The antenna sWitching part 4 selects a speci?c 
antenna from the plural antennas at the antenna part 3 by a 
control signal from the antenna control part 5 and connects 
it to the radio part 1. 

[0068] In this system, in order to facilitate description, one 
or tWo antennas out of the plural antennas are selected, but 
the plural antennas may be Weighted. That is, such a control 
may be executed Where the sensitivity of the antenna in a 
speci?c direction is increased While the sensitivity of the 
other antennas is loWered. 

[0069] The antenna control part 5 determines the error rate 
by a bit data for the received data inputted from the signal 
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processing part 2, forms an appropriate antenna pattern 
based on the error rate and outputs a control signal for 
controlling the antenna sWitching part 4 according to the 
information of the antenna pattern. 

[0070] The internal con?guration inside the antenna con 
trol part 5 Will be described later. 

[0071] The information processing part 6 analyZes the data 
inputted from the signal processing part 2, outputs the data 
contents to the related device in connection and outputs the 
data from the connected device to the signal processing part 
2. 

[0072] If this system is applied to a keyless entry control 
system, for example, the information processing part 6 
outputs data for executing control, through a car interface, of 
a driving device such as a door locking/unlocking device, a 
door mirror opening/closing device, etc. 

[0073] Also, the information processing part 6 obtains ID 
from the decoded received data and outputs it to an antenna 
pattern forming circuit 52 of the antenna control part 5. 

[0074] It is needless to say that the information processing 
part 6 determines if the obtained ID (ID from the portable 
equipment) matches the ID of the base station, and if there 
is a match, the contents of the received data is outputted to 
the connected device. 

[0075] The portable equipment of this system basically 
has, as shoWn in FIG. 2, the radio part 1, the signal 
processing part 2, the antenna part 3 and the information 
processing part 6. 

[0076] The con?guration of the radio part 1, the signal 
processing part 2, the antenna part 3 and the information 
processing part 6 in the portable equipment is almost the 
same as the corresponding con?guration of the base station 
described referring to FIG. 1. The antenna sWitching part 4 
and the antenna control part 5 are not provided at the 
portable equipment, and therefore, the functions relating to 
them are not provided in each of the above parts. The 
antenna part 3 is also comprised of a single antenna. 

[0077] If this system is applied to the keyless entry control 
system of an automobile, the base station and the portable 
equipment will differ from each other Where the operation of 
the base station is performed by a car battery and the 
information processing part 6 is connected to the car inter 
face, While the operation of the portable equipment is 
performed by a battery cell and the information processing 
part 6 is connected to a user interface such as a display part 
and an operation part. 

[0078] Next, the con?guration of the radio part 1 in this 
system Will be described referring to FIG. 3. FIG. 3 is a 
block diagram of the radio part 1. 

[0079] The radio part 1 basically has, as shoWn in FIG. 3, 
a band-pass ?lter (BPF) 11, a poWer ampli?er (PA) 12, a 
LoW Noise Ampli?er (LNA) 13, a sWitch (SW) 14, a sWitch 
(SW) 15, a band-pass ?lter (BPF) 16, a sWitch (SW) 17, an 
Oscillator (OSC) 18, a receiving mixer 19, a loW-pass ?lter 
(LPF) 20, an Automatic Gain Control Ampli?er (AGC) 21, 
a loW-pass ?lter (LPF) 22 and a transmission mixer 23. 

[0080] Here, the BPF 16 may be a SAW ?lter but a crystal 
?lter (315 MHZIZO kHZ) ?ltering a carrier-band signal of a 
frequency in the VHF band or above received at the antenna 
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part 3 is used, and for the OSC 18, a high-frequency local 
oscillator provided With a crystal resonator (315 MHZ-48 
kHZ) is used, and they are mounted at portions to be the 
operating environments Where the temperature characteristic 
and secular change characteristic are substantially the same 
to each other. 

[0081] By adopting such mounting, even if frequency drift 
occurs, the drift directions of both become the same, and 
nonconformity can be avoided. 

[0082] Here, the “same operating environments” mean 
packaging of a crystal ?lter and a crystal resonator in a 
single module container made of a material Whose respec 
tive temperature characteristic is substantially the same, for 
example. 

[0083] The use of a crystal ?lter as the antenna ?lter can 
realiZe band-limiting of an extremely narroW band as com 
pared With the conventional SAW ?lter. The bandWidth 
through Which the carrier band signal passes is about several 
tens of a kHZ, Which is a considerably narroW band as 
compared With the SAW ?lter. 

[0084] Therefore, by the laW of energy conservation, the 
receiving sensitivity on the receiving side With respect to the 
same energy (poWer at transmission) can be drastically 
improved. 

[0085] The crystal ?lter is originally used in radio equip 
ment of a relatively short frequency up to the short Wave 
band, but due to a speci?c upper limit on a feasible range of 
the crystal ?lter, use in the VHF band (30 to 300 MHZ) or 
the UHF band (300 MHZ to 3 GHZ) such as a keyless entry 
control system has not been assumed. Thus, the SAW ?lter 
developed for the high-frequency band is used for the 
keyless entry system, but the receiving sensitivity can not be 
improved With the Wide-band SAW ?lter. And the system 
has been used in a communication distance of about 20 m at 
the maximum. 

[0086] HoWever, due to the efforts by the applicant devel 
oping/manufacturing crystal ?lters, the usable frequency 
range of the crystal ?lter has been expanded, and moreover, 
the crystal ?lter can noW be applied to an antenna ?lter even 
in a frequency above the VHF band using overtone (avail 
ability at a frequency of odd number times of the frequency 
of the fundamental Wave) in addition to the fundamental 
Wave. 

[0087] The crystal ?lter has an AT-cut crystal piece, for 
example. The AT-cut is a cut from the Z-axis in parallel With 
the X-axis of the crystal in the vicinity of 35'15". and its 
frequency temperature characteristic shoWs extremely 
favorable characteristics in a cubic curve over a Wide range. 

[0088] The crystal ?lter of the third overtone, 100 to 130 
MHZ or preferably 105 MHZ is used at 315 MHZ, for 
example. 

[0089] By this, the bandWidth of the crystal ?lter in the 3 
dB attenuation band becomes about several tens of a kHZ, 
Which is a considerably narroW band When compared With 
the bandWidth of the SAW ?lter, and the receiving sensitiv 
ity can be drastically improved, and the communication 
distance of about 150 m at the maximum can be realiZed. 

[0090] Next, operation in the radio part 1 Will be 
described. 
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[0091] First, receiving operation at the radio part 1 Will be 
described. 

[0092] A signal inputted from an antenna selected at the 
antenna part 3 by the antenna control part 5 is inputted to the 
radio part 1 through the antenna sWitching part 4, passed 
through the BPF 11 to be band-limited and then, sWitched to 
the receiving side at the SW 14, ampli?ed at the LNA 13 and 
outputted to the BPF 16 at the SW 15. 

[0093] And the signal is band-limited at the BPF 16, 
sWitched to the receiving side at the SW 17, composed at the 
receiving mixer 19 using an oscillating frequency from the 
OSC 18 and doWn-converted to the IF frequency band. 

[0094] The IF frequency signal is, after harmonic spurious 
by the receiving mixer 19, removed at the LPF 20, and 
ampli?ed at the AGC 21 to a certain input level appropriate 
for the analog/digital converter (A/D) 31 of the signal 
processing part 2. 

[0095] Next, transmission operation at the radio part 1 Will 
be described. 

[0096] The IF signal outputted from the signal processing 
part 2 is deprived of harmonics at the LPF 22, mixed at the 
transmission mixer 23 by the oscillating frequency from the 
OSC 18 and converted to the RF frequency band. 

[0097] After that, the RF frequency signal is outputted to 
the BPF 16 at the SW 17, band-limited at the BPF 16, 
sWitched to the transmission side at SW 15, and high 
frequency ampli?ed at the PA 12 Within the ?eld strength 
level of the extremely Weak radio station in FIG. 10. 

[0098] And the signal is passed through the SW 14, given 
the ?nal band-limitation at the BPF 11 before being radiated 
into the space and transmitted by antenna through the 
antenna sWitching part 4 by appropriate antenna selection 
determined on the receiving side. 

[0099] Next, con?guration of the signal processing part 2 
in this system Will be described referring to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 
is a block diagram of the signal processing part 2. 

[0100] The signal processing part 2 basically has, as 
shoWn in FIG. 4, the analog/digital converter (A/D) 31, a 
carrier demodulation circuit 32, an AGC control circuit 33, 
a carrier data generation circuit 34, a spread code generation 
circuit 35, a despread circuit 36, a synchroniZation circuit 
37, a BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying) demodulation 
circuit 38, a data receiving circuit 39, a data generation 
circuit 40, a spread circuit 41, a BPSK modulation circuit 42, 
a Waveform shaping circuit 43, a carrier modulation circuit 
44 and a digital/analog converter (D/A) 45. 

[0101] Next, operation at the signal processing part 2 Will 
be described. 

[0102] First, receiving operation at the signal processing 
part 2 Will be described. 

[0103] A signal inputted from the radio part 1 is converted 
into a digital value at the analog/digital converter (A/D) 31 
and then, demodulated by the carrier demodulation circuit 
32 using carrier data outputted from the carrier data gen 
eration circuit 34 and split into a complex data of an I 
component and a Q component. 

[0104] At this time, gain control of the AGC 21 is per 
formed at the AGC control circuit 33. In detail, a control 
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signal is outputted to the AGC 21 so that the I component 
and the Q component outputted from the carrier demodula 
tion circuit 32 is made constant using a square root of the 
sum of a square of the I component and a square of the Q 
component. 

[0105] Next, for the received complex data, despread 
processing is performed respectively at the despread circuit 
36 using a spread code generated from the spread code 
generation circuit 35. The code used for the despread is a 
spread code used for transmission of the counterpart (por 
table equipment). 

[0106] Next, at the synchronization circuit 37, correlation 
detection is conducted using a matched ?lter and receiving 
is performed in synchronization With the portable station 
device (portable equipment) When a peak equal to or larger 
than a predetermined threshold value is detected as a syn 
chronization timing. 

[0107] The synchronized signal is BPSK-demodulated at 
the BPSK demodulation circuit 38, decoded to the original 
data and outputted to the data receiving circuit 39. The data 
receiving circuit 39 outputs the decoded data to the infor 
mation processing part 6 and the decoded data also outputted 
to the error rate determination part 51 of the antenna control 
part 5. 

[0108] When synchronization timing is obtained at the 
synchronization circuit 37, the synchronization circuit 37 
outputs a synchronization timing for receiving and a syn 
chronization timing for transmission to all the circuits and so 
on at the radio part 1 and the signal processing part 2 based 
on the synchronization timing. The synchronization circuit 
37 outputs the synchronization timing for receiving and the 
synchronization timing for transmission to an antenna 
sWitching control part 53 of the antenna control part 5 so as 
to generate timing for antenna sWitching. 

[0109] Next, operation of transmission at the signal pro 
cessing part 2 Will be described. 

[0110] The data for transmission from the information 
processing part 6 is inputted to the data generation circuit 40, 
and the data generation circuit 40 outputs the data for 
transmission to the spread circuit 41. 

[0111] The spread circuit 41 performs spread modulation 
by a predetermined spread code outputted from the spread 
code generation circuit 35 for spread into signals of l and 0. 
They are BPSK modulated at the BPSK modulation circuit 
42 and level-converted to l and —l, and Waveform shaping 
is performed by a digital ?lter at the Waveform shaping 
circuit 43. 

[0112] The Waveform-shaped transmission data is multi 
plied at the carrier modulation circuit 44 by data of a 
transmission carrier, Which is the IF frequency outputted 
from the carrier data generation circuit 34. This digital value 
is converted to an analog value at the D/A 45, and an IF 
signal of the radio frequency band is outputted to the LPF 22 
of the radio part 1. 

[0113] Each of the radio part 1 and the signal processing 
part 2 of the high-frequency radio equipment in this system 
is comprised by integrated IC chips and housed and inte 
grated in a module container together With the crystal ?lter, 
Which enables size reduction. 
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[0114] Particularly, the crystal ?lter is suitable for doWn 
sizing since it is considerably smaller than the SAW ?lter in 
size and Weight, and size reduction of the portable equip 
ment in the keyless entry control system can be realized. 

[0115] Next, con?guration of the antenna control part 5 in 
this system Will be described referring to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 is 
a block diagram of the antenna control part 5. 

[0116] The antenna control part 5 basically has, as shoWn 
in FIG. 5, an error rate determination part 51, an antenna 
pattern forming circuit 52 and the antenna sWitching control 
part 53. 

[0117] Each part of the antenna control part 5 Will be 
described. 

[0118] The error rate determination part 51 determines a 
code error rate by bit data added in advance to the data 
outputted from the data receiving circuit 39 of the signal 
processing part 2 and outputs a value of the determined error 
rate (bit error rate) to the antenna pattern forming circuit 52. 

[0119] The error rate determination part 51 is provided 
With a control part and a memory part so that input data is 
temporarily stored in the memory part and the error rate is 
calculated at the control part from the added bit data. 

[0120] The antenna pattern forming circuit 52 forms a 
pattern of receiving antenna at the antenna part 3 referring 
to an antenna status table based on the value of the error rate 

inputted from the error rate determination part 51 and 
outputs information of the antenna pattern to the antenna 
sWitching control part 53. 

[0121] The antenna pattern forming circuit 52 is provided 
With a control part and a memory part so that the error rate 
is temporarily stored in the memory part and the control part 
forms an appropriate antenna pattern for the error rate value 
stored in the memory part by program processing. Detailed 
formation of the antenna pattern Will be described later. 

[0122] The antenna sWitching control part 53 performs 
control of antenna sWitching at the antenna sWitching part 4 
according to the information of antenna pattern inputted 
from the antenna pattern forming circuit 52. That is, the 
antenna sWitching control part 53 outputs a control signal for 
antenna sWitching corresponding to the antenna pattern 
information (data). 

[0123] Next, formation of antenna pattern at the antenna 
pattern forming circuit 52 Will be described. 

[0124] The control part of the antenna pattern forming 
circuit 52 performs processing by executing a program in 
such a Way that a value of the error rate in favorable 
communication is set in advance as a threshold value, the 
error rate value inputted from the error rate determination 
part 51 is compared With the threshold value and an angle for 
change is determined With respect to the current (status) 
angle by the difference betWeen the both. 

[0125] For example, if the difference betWeen the inputted 
error rate value and the threshold value is large, the change 
angle is set at 180 degrees from the status angle, While if the 
difference is small, a shift shall be made to the adjacent 
angle. And if a neW difference is rather increased as the 
result of a shift to the adjacent angle, control can be 
performed such that a shift is made to the angle in the 
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direction opposite to the previous status so as to achieve 
rapid and ef?cient angle adjustment. 

[0126] As a precondition for the above control, it is 
preferable for a reference value to be calculated from a past 
adjustment history, and based on this reference value, the 
siZe difference and a corresponding adjustment angle deter 
mined. 

[0127] The above antenna pattern forming method may be 
adopted, but as a simpler method, the error rate may be 
calculated by receiving a radio Wave from the portable 
equipment at the plurality of antennas, sequentially, one by 
one, storing the error rate for each of the antennas in the 
memory part, and based on the error rate obtained for each 
of the antennas, the combination of the antennas With loW 
error rates used as an antenna pattern. 

[0128] This method for forming the antenna pattern by 
obtaining the error rate of the antennas sequentially, one by 
one, is particularly effective When forming an antenna 
pattern in the initial setting. 

[0129] Apart from the method for forming the antenna 
pattern by obtaining the error rate of the antennas sequen 
tially, one by one, there may be such a method Where tWo or 
three antennas are grouped, the error rate calculated by the 
group receiving a radio Wave, the error rate With respect to 
each of the antenna per group stored in the memory part, and 
the combination of the antennas With loW error rates based 
on the error rates obtained for each of the antennas per group 
is used as the antenna pattern. This method is also effective 
in the initial setting. 

[0130] The antenna status table stored in the antenna 
pattern forming circuit 52 Will be described referring to FIG. 
6. FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of the antenna status table. 

[0131] The antenna status table is, as shoWn in FIG. 6, a 
table that stores the antenna selected for use With respect to 
the radio Wave receiving angle (receiving direction or peak 
direction) and the current status. 

[0132] In FIG. 6, the setting is done so that, in order to 
have a receiving sensitivity in the direction at the angle of 0 
degree (peak direction), for example, antennas a1 and a2 are 
selected, and antennas a2 and a3 are selected to have the 
receiving sensitivity in the direction at the angle of 45 
degrees (peak direction). The current status is set to the 
receiving sensitivity of the angle of 45 degrees. 

[0133] The angle does not indicate an absolute direction of 
north, south, east and West, but When this system is applied 
to the keyless entry control system, for example, it only 
indicates a speci?c direction inside a vehicle. 

[0134] Also, in this system, a speci?c antenna is selected 
from a plurality of antennas With respect to a speci?c angle 
and operated so that the antenna part 3 is dynamically 
formed having a receiving sensitivity (directivity) in a 
speci?c direction. 

[0135] Next, outline of operation at the antenna control 
part 5 Will be described. 

[0136] The error rate determination part 51 performs the 
determination of the error rate from the bit data added to the 
decoded data inputted from the data receiving circuit 39 of 
the signal processing part 2 and outputs the error rate value 
to the antenna pattern forming circuit 52. 
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[0137] The control part of the antenna pattern forming 
circuit 52 compares the error rate value inputted from the 
error rate determination part 51 With the threshold value 
stored in advance and acquires a difference. The siZe of the 
difference is compared With the reference value for deter 
mination, and the adjustment angle is determined referring 
to the antenna status table. 

[0138] If, for example, the difference betWeen the error 
rate and the threshold value is large, an antenna pattern is 
formed having the receiving sensitivity in the direction of 
180 degrees With respect to the status angle in the antenna 
status table, While if the difference is small, an antenna 
pattern is formed having the receiving sensitivity in the 
direction of 45 degrees in the right, for example, With respect 
to the status angle in the antenna status table. 

[0139] Thus, the formed antenna pattern information is 
outputted by the antenna pattern forming circuit 52 to the 
antenna sWitching control part 53. 

[0140] The antenna sWitching control part 53 outputs a 
control signal for controlling the antenna sWitching part 4 
according to information of the antenna pattern and controls 
the antenna sWitching part 4. 

[0141] Next, detailed processing in the control part of the 
antenna pattern forming circuit 52 Will be described refer 
ring to FIG. 7. FIG. 7 is a ?owchart shoWing the antenna 
sWitching control process. 

[0142] The control part of the antenna pattern forming 
circuit 52 generates an arbitrary antenna pattern as an initial 
setting antenna pattern, ?rst, since information of the error 
rate cannot be obtained in the initial operation (S1). As an 
arbitrary pattern, an antenna pattern set in advance may be 
adopted, or a favorable antenna pattern may be adopted by 
calculating the error rate for one or a group of antennas, or 
if the poWer Was once turned on for operation, an antenna 
pattern at the poWer-oif may be stored and adopted. 

[0143] Next, ID (identi?er) of the received data is taken in 
at the information processing part 6, the ID is inputted to the 
control part of the antenna pattern forming circuit 52, and 
determination if the ID matches the ID of the base station or 
not (S2) is made. For this determination, the control part 
stores the ID of the base station. 

[0144] If the received data ID matches the base station ID 
at the determination processing S2, (in the case of Yes), it is 
quali?ed as a reception of a desired Wave (S3), and deter 
mination is made if the error rate of the received data is 
loWer than the threshold value or not (S6). 

[0145] Also, if the received data ID does not match the 
base station ID at the determination processing S2 (in the 
case of No), it is quali?ed as a reception of a disturbing Wave 
(S4), the peak direction is changed according to the antenna 
status table (S5) and the routine returns to the determination 
processing S2. 

[0146] Also, if the error rate of the received data is loWer 
than the threshold value at the determination processing S6 
(in the case of Yes), the antenna pattern information is stored 
as a status in the antenna status table (S7) and data is 
received (S8). After receiving the data, the routine returns to 
the processing S2. 

[0147] Also, if the error rate of the received data is not 
loWer than the threshold value at the determination process 
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ing S6 (in the case of No), the error rate is stored in the 
memory part (S9), and quali?cation is made as a reception 
of a disturbing Wave and a desired Wave (S10). 

[0148] And A (count value)=0 is set (S11) and processing 
is conducted to change the peak direction according to the 
antenna status table (S12). The change operation of the peak 
direction is as mentioned above. 

[0149] Moreover, the count value is incremented to 
A=A+l (S13) and it is determined if the error rate obtained 
at the error rate determination part 51 by the peak change 
Went loWer than the error rate stored in the processing S9 or 
not (S14). If it Went loWer (in the case of Yes), the routine 
goes onto the processing S6. 

[0150] If not (in the case of No), it is determined if A<B 
(speci?c value) or not (S15). This determination processing 
is to return to processing S1 due to not being able to obtain 
an appropriate peak direction even if the peak direction 
change is made speci?c a number of times (speci?c value 
B). 
[0151] If it is A<B (in the case of Yes) at the determination 
processing S15, the processing S12 is performed so as to 
bring the peak direction of the antenna closer to the optimal 
direction. 

[0152] If it is not A<B (in the case of No) at the determi 
nation processing S15, the routine goes onto processing S1. 

[0153] The control part of the antenna pattern forming 
circuit 52 operates in this Way. 

[0154] Moreover, another processing in the control part of 
the antenna pattern forming circuit 52 Will be described 
referring to FIG. 8. FIG. 8 is a ?owchart shoWing another 
antenna sWitching control process. 

[0155] This processing can realize communication using 
the optimal transmission rate (spreading ratio) by changing 
the transmission rate (spreading ratio) according to the 
transmission environment, improving transmission effi 
ciency and maintaining a secure communication. 

[0156] Particularly, if such a state continues Where the 
antenna pattern in the direction With the loWest error rate is 
not changed, the spreading gain is decreased in the same 
antenna pattern to change the spreading gain so that the 
transmission speed increases (transmission rate is increased) 
for communication. And, the transmission speed is increased 
to improve transmission ef?ciency in the stable communi 
cation environment. 

[0157] Also, if the error rate is not improved even if the 
antenna pattern is changed, the antenna pattern is ?xed at the 
loWest error rate, the spreading ratio is changed to increase 
the spreading gain, the ratio of the desired Wave to the 
disturbing Wave is maximized to decrease the transmission 
speed (decrease of the transmission rate) for communica 
tion, and communication securely maintained by decreasing 
the transmission speed in an unstable communication envi 
ronment. 

[0158] In detail, When the spreading ratio is to be changed, 
a code length of the spread code in the spread code genera 
tion circuit 35 of the signal processing part 2 is changed so 
that the demodulation processing speed at the BPSK 
demodulation circuit 38, the processing speed at the data 
receiving circuit 39, the processing speed at the data gen 
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eration circuit 40 and the modulation processing speed at the 
BPSK modulation circuit 42 are changed and moreover, the 
entire operation timing is changed by the synchronization 
timing at the synchronization circuit 37. 

[0159] Thus, the control part of the antenna pattern form 
ing circuit 52 is con?gured to output a control signal relating 
to the above change of the code length and change of the 
processing speeds of each of the parts. 

[0160] The control part of the antenna pattern forming 
circuit 52 generates an arbitrary antenna pattern as the initial 
setting antenna pattern, ?rst, since information of the error 
rate cannot be obtained in the initial operation (S21). The 
arbitrary pattern is as described for FIG. 7. 

[0161] Next, the ID (identi?er) of the received data is 
taken in at the information processing part 6, the ID is 
inputted to the control part of the antenna pattern forming 
circuit 52 and determination is made if the ID matches the 
ID of the base station or not (S22). 

[0162] If the received data ID matches the base station ID 
(in the case of Yes) at the determination processing S22, it 
is quali?ed as the desired Wave (S23), and determination is 
made if the error rate of the received data is loWer than the 
threshold value or not (S26). 

[0163] If the received data ID does not match the base 
station ID at the determination processing S22 (in the case 
of No), it is quali?ed as the disturbing Wave (S24), the peak 
direction is changed according to the antenna status table 
(S25) and the routine returns to the determination processing 
S22. Change operation of the peak direction is as mentioned 
above. 

[0164] If the error rate of the received data is loWer than 
the threshold value (in the case of Yes) at the determination 
processing S26, the antenna pattern information is stored in 
the antenna status table as a status (S27) and data is received 

(S28). 
[0165] After data reception, it is determined if the spread 
ing ratio used for spread modulation and spread demodula 
tion is at the loWer limit or not (S38), and if it is the loWer 
limit (in the case of No), the routine returns to processing 
S26. 

[0166] If it is not at the loWer limit (in the case of Yes), 
information to instruct the decrease of the spreading ratio for 
the subsequent frames is sent to the portable equipment side 
(S38) and then, the spreading ratio is decreased (transmis 
sion rate is increased) (S39). And the routine returns to 
processing S22. 

[0167] If the error rate of the received data is not loWer 
than the threshold value (in the case of No) at the determi 
nation processing S26, the error rate is stored in the memory 
part (S29) and determination is made if the spreading ratio 
is at the upper limit (S30) or not. If the spreading ratio is at 
the upper limit (in the case of No), the peak direction is 
changed according to the antenna status table (S31), and the 
routine returns to the processing S22 determination. If the 
spreading ratio is not at the upper limit (in the case of Yes), 
information to instruct the increase of the spreading ratio for 
the subsequent frames is sent to the portable equipment side 
(S32) and then, the spreading ratio is increased (transmis 
sion rate is decreased) (S33). 










